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Computations at next-to-leading order in the Standard Model offer new technical challenges in
presence of higher dimensional operators. We introduce a framework that, starting from the top-
quark effective field theory at dimension six, allows to make predictions for cross sections as well as
distributions in a fully automatic way. As an application, we present the first complete results at
NLO in QCD for flavor changing neutral interactions including parton shower effects, for tZ, th, tγ
associated production at the LHC.
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Introduction. The millions of top quarks already pro-
duced at the LHC together with the tens of millions ex-
pected in the coming years will provide a unique op-
portunity to search for interactions beyond the Stan-
dard Model (SM). Among them Flavor-Changing Neu-
tral (FCN) interactions are of special interest. In the
SM, FCN interactions can be generated at one loop,
yet they turn out to be suppressed by the Glashow-
Iliopoulos-Maiani mechanism [1]. The resulting FCN de-
cay modes of the top quark have branching ratios of order
10−12−10−15 [2–4]. Thus, any signal for top-quark FCN
processes at a measurable rate would immediately indi-
cate new physics in the top-quark sector. These processes
have been searched for already at different colliders, in-
cluding LEP2, HERA, Tevatron and more recently at the
LHC [5]. So far no signal has been observed and limits
have been set on the coupling strengths.

The most important top-quark FCN processes at the
LHC include decay processes such as t → qB and pro-
duction processes such as qg → t and qg → tB, where q is
a u or c quark and B is a neutral boson, i.e., B = γ, Z, h.
In general, the decay processes are equally sensitive to
utB and ctB couplings, while the production modes are
less sensitive to ctB, but may provide a better handle on
a certain class of utB couplings [6]. In addition, com-
pared to decay modes, single-top production can provide
more information. First, it makes a wider range of kine-
matic variables accessible, helping in the discrimination
of the light quark flavors involved and the structure of the
qtB couplings. Second, it probes interactions at higher
scales where new physics effects could be enhanced. In
general, being somewhat complementary, both decay and
production processes are used for setting the most strin-
gent constraints.

Leading order (LO) predictions for the production
processes suffer from large uncertainties due to miss-
ing higher order corrections. To curb such uncertainties,

next-to-leading order (NLO) predictions in QCD for this
class of processes have started to be calculated in re-
cent years [7–11], providing a much better, yet incom-
plete, picture of their relevance. In general, corrections
are found to be large, of order 30% to 80% and to lead
to considerable reductions of the residual theoretical un-
certainties. Both aspects are important in bounding and
possibly extracting top-quark FCN couplings at the LHC.

In this paper we present the first automatic computa-
tions for top-quark FCN production processes, qg → tB
with B = γ, Z, h, at NLO in QCD, by implementing all
flavor-changing dimension-six fully gauge-invariant oper-
ators in FeynRules [12] and then passing this informa-
tion into the MadGraph5 aMC@NLO framework [13].
Compared to previous works [9–11, 14–17], the salient
features of our results can be summarized as follows. Our
study is the first where all relevant dimension-six opera-
tors for this class of processes (associated production with
a boson) are consistently taken into account. In partic-
ular the vector-current like tqZ coupling in ug → tZ,
and the tug and tugh couplings in ug → th are in-
cluded here for the first time. Second, our results are
obtained via a fully automatic chain of tools that allows
to go directly from the Lagrangian to the hard events
by performing its renormalization at one loop, and then
passing the corresponding Feynman rules to the Mad-

Graph5 aMC@NLO to generate all the elements nec-
essary for a computation at NLO in QCD. In particular,
other processes triggered by the same set of operators
can be seamlessly computed within the same framework.
Third, event generation is also automatically available
at NLO accuracy, by matching it to parton shower (PS)
via the MC@NLO formalism [18] so that results can be
employed in realistic experimental simulations. Finally,
another important aspect of this work is that it provides
a proof-of-principle that fully automatic computation of
cross sections at NLO in QCD is possible in the context
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of the full dimension-six Lagrangian of the SM. Higher
order computations in effective field theories, which are
renormalizable only order by order in 1/Λ, Λ being the
scale of new physics, present novel technical challenges.
In general, UV divergences generated by one operator
at a certain order of 1/Λ have to be absorbed also by
other effective operators. As a result, the full set of
relevant operators together with their operator mixing
effects need to be considered simultaneously, and appro-
priate UV counterterms have to be implemented in the
calculation. Our method and its implementation are fully
general and can cover arbitrary NLO calculations in the
complete dimension-six Lagrangian of the SM.
Framework. The FCN couplings of the top quark

can be parameterized using either fully gauge-symmetric
dimension-six operators [19, 20] or dimension-four and
five operators in the electroweak broken phase [6, 21].
The latter approach has some intrinsic limitations [22],
and we will use the dimension-six operators throughout
the paper. The effective Lagrangian can be written as

LEFT = LSM +
∑

i

Ci

Λ2
Oi + h.c. (1)

In this work we consider qtB couplings at the dimension-
six level. The relevant operators must involve one top
quark and one light quark. They are

O(3,i+3)
ϕq = i

(

ϕ†←→D I
µϕ

)

(q̄iγ
µτIQ)

O(1,i+3)
ϕq = i

(

ϕ†←→D µϕ
)

(q̄iγ
µQ)

O(i+3)
ϕu = i

(

ϕ†←→D µϕ
)

(ūiγ
µt)

O
(i3)
uB = gY (q̄iσ

µνt)ϕ̃Bµν , O
(i3)
uW = gW (q̄iσ

µντIt)ϕ̃W I
µν

O
(i3)
uG = gs(q̄iσ

µνTAt)ϕ̃GA
µν , O(i3)

uϕ = (ϕ†ϕ)(q̄it)ϕ̃ ,

where the operator notation is consistent with Ref. [23],
with additional flavor indices. On the right hand side,
the subscript i = 1, 2 represents the generation of the
light quark fields. ui and qi are single and doublet quark
fields of the first two generation, respectively, while t and
Q are of the third-generation. ϕ is the Higgs doublet.
A diagonal CKM matrix is assumed. The group gen-
erators are normalized such that Tr

(

TATB
)

= δAB/2

and Tr
(

τIτJ
)

= 2δIJ , and ϕ†
←→
D µϕ ≡ ϕ†Dµϕ−Dµϕ

†ϕ,

ϕ†
←→
D I

µϕ ≡ ϕ†τIDµϕ − Dµϕ
†τIϕ. For operators with

(i3) superscript, a similar set of operators with (3i) fla-
vor structure can be obtained by interchanging (i3) ↔
(3i), t ↔ ui and Q ↔ qi. The first three operators
give rise to V/A couplings of Z to a flavor-changing cur-
rent, which were not considered in previous calculations

of Ref. [10]. The O
(i3,3i)
uB , O

(i3,3i)
uW and O

(i3,3i)
uG operators

correspond to weak- and color-dipole couplings. In par-

ticular, O
(i3,3i)
uG could induce the production pp → th,

and it was not included in [11]. The last operator gives
rise to flavor-changing Yukawa couplings. This operator

is actually implemented as O
(i3)
uϕ = (ϕ†ϕ− v2/2)(q̄it)ϕ̃ to

avoid any need for a field redefinition in order to remove
the tree-level q − t mixing. It is interesting to note that
all qtB interactions receive contributions from operators
that involve the Higgs field, therefore they are also rel-
evant for constraining new physics in the Higgs sector.
Finally, we stress that four-fermion operators should also
be taken into account for a complete phenomenological
study of FCN interactions, see Ref. [22]. Their imple-
mentation in the current framework is possible and left
for future work.
In calculations at NLO in QCD, a renormalization

scheme needs to be specified, in particular for the
dimension-six operators. We adopt the MS scheme in
general, except for masses and wave functions that are
renormalized on shell. Specifically, this requires the in-
troduction of off-diagonal wave function counterterms to
cancel the u− t or c− t two-point functions generated by

O
(i3,3i)
uG . We work in the five-flavour scheme where the

b-quark mass is neglected, and we subtract the massless
modes according to the MS scheme and the top at zero
momentum for the strong coupling constant renormaliza-
tion [24]. At order αS these operators will not mix with
the SM terms, but mix among themselves. The running
of these coefficients is given by the renormalization group
equations

dCi(µ)

dlnµ
= γijCj(µ) , (2)

where γij for C
(13)
uG , C

(13)
uW , C

(13)
uB and C

(13)
uϕ can be written

as a matrix [17, 25]:

γ =
αS

π









1
3 0 0 0
2
3

2
3 0 0

10
9 0 2

3 0
4y2t 0 0 −2









, (3)

where yt is the top-quark Yukawa coupling. The same γij
matrix applies for the operators with either (i3) or (3i)

superscript. The operators O
(3,i+3)
ϕq , O

(1,i+3)
ϕq and O

(i+3)
ϕu

do not have any anomalous dimension due to current
conservation and do not mix with other operators.
Implementation and checks. The operators are imple-

mented in the UFO format [26], using the FeynRules

package [12]. The evaluation of the loop corrections in
MadGraph5 aMC@NLO requires two additional ele-
ments, the UV counterterms and the rational R2 terms
which are required by the OPP technique [27]. These are
computed fully automatically by the NLOCT [28] pack-
age, which has been extended to handle EFT’s i.e., to
compute the R2 and UV divergent parts of amplitudes
with integrals of arbitrary high ranks. Currently, such
calculations are limited to operators with up to two
fermion fields. The determination of the UV divergent
part of the counterterms is obtained by simply changing
the sign of the UV divergent part of the corresponding
amplitude. This avoids the translations of the countert-
erms vertices in the operator renormalization constants
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FIG. 1. Tree-level diagrams for pp → tV and pp → th. The
black dots represent contributions from color dipole operators

O
(i3,3i)
uG , while the shaded squares represent other operators.

and the associated basis reduction. However, it is only
valid when the dimension-six operators are renormalized
in the MS scheme.
We have extensively checked our implementation by

evaluating the virtual contributions of ug → t, uγ → t,
uZ → t, uh → t and ug → th (with uth coupling only)
and comparing them with corresponding known analyt-
ical expressions numerically. In each case the results
agree. In addition we have checked the gauge-invariance
of all virtual contributions, as well as the pole cancel-
lation when combining virtual and real contributions.
When possible, we have also made comparisons with the
results for total cross sections for pp→ tγ, tZ, th at fixed
order of Refs. [9–11], finding consistent results.
Calculation. As an application of our general frame-

work to the phenomenology of the top quark FCN at the
LHC, we consider three processes, pp→ tγ, pp→ tZ and
pp → th. The LO diagrams are shown in Fig. 1. Each
process receives contributions from two different inter-
actions, one from utg coupling and the other from utB
coupling. At NLO in QCD the utg operator will mix
with other operators, and as a result a NLO calculation
needs to be carried out with the full set of operators.
Our numerical results are obtained by employing the

following input parameters

mZ = 91.1876 GeV, α = 1/127.9,

GF = 1.166370× 10−5 GeV−2,

mt = 172.5 GeV, mh = 125 GeV, Λ = 1 TeV. (4)

We use CTEQ6M for NLO and CTEQ6L for LO calcula-
tions respectively, with their respective values of αS [29].
The renormalization scale µr and factorization scale µf

are chosen to be mt + mB for pp → tB process, and
are allowed to vary independently by a factor of 0.5 to
2. In pp → tγ, we require the photon pT > 50 GeV
and its pseudorapidity |η| < 2.5. For the photon, we
employ the isolation criterium of Ref. [30] with a radius
of 0.4. The events are then showered with PYTHIA6
[31] or HERWIG6 [32]. Finally, we have checked that
the doubly resonant diagrams with the anti-top decay-
ing through FCN interactions have a small impact, yet
they have been removed from the real contributions, see
Ref. [33].
Currently the best limits on top FCN couplings are

from the decay searches of t → qZ [34], t → qh [35, 36],

LO NLO

coefficient σ[fb] scale uncertainty σ[fb] scale uncertainty

C
(13)
uB = 1.0 546 +14.4% -11.8% 764 +6.9% -6.4%

C
(13)
uG = 0.04 1.00 +12.0% -10.2% 2.34 +15.2% -11.5%

C
(13)
uG , veto 0.739 +11.50% -9.8% 1.19 +7.7% -6.5%

C
(23)
uB = 1.9 152 +10.6% -9.6% 258 +6.8% -6.0%

C
(23)
uG = 0.09 0.590 +12.1% -11.1% 1.95 +16.4% -12.3%

C
(23)
uG , veto 0.457 +12.2% -11.2% 1.04 +10.3% -8.9%

TABLE I. Total cross sections for pp → tγ. Contributions
from operators with (31), (32) superscripts are not displayed,
but the they are the same as their (13), (23) counterparts.

Contributions from O
(i3),(3i)
uW are equal to those from O

(i3),(3i)
uB .

and the production searches of qg → t [37] and qg → tγ
[38]. To make a viable choice for the operator coefficients
in our calculation, we exploit the results of Ref. [22] that
are based on a global fit on the full set of current limits:

coefficient limit coefficient limit relevant
production

C
(j,i+3)
ϕq 1.05 C

(i+3)
ϕu 1.05 tZ

C
(13,31)
uG 0.041 C

(23,32)
uG 0.093 tγ, tZ, th

C
(13,31)
uW 0.92 C

(23,32)
uW 1.1 tγ, tZ

C
(13,31)
uB 1.0 C

(23,32)
uB 1.9 tγ, tZ

C
(13,31)
uϕ 3.5 C

(23,32)
uϕ 3.5 th

where i = 1, 2, j = 1, 3, and the limits apply to the mod-
uli of the coefficients, assuming Λ = 1 TeV. Each limit
is obtained by marginalizing over all the other operator
coefficients. In this work, we choose real and positive val-
ues for the coefficients that do not exceed these bounds.
The total cross sections at the LHC at

√
s = 8 TeV cor-

responding to each operator are displayed in Tables I, II
and III. The scale uncertainties are also displayed. As ex-
pected the K-factors are generally sizeable and the scale
uncertainties are significantly reduced at NLO. This is

the case for all operators except for O
(i3,3i)
uG in tγ produc-

tion. This process has an unusually large K-factor when

the flavor-changing coupling is coming from O
(i3,3i)
uG . As

shown in Table I, vetoing any extra jet with pT > 50 GeV
reduces the K-factor from 2.3 (3.3) to 1.6 (2.3) for utg
(ctg) coupling as well as the uncertainties for this pro-
duction mechanism. Note also that a jet veto can help
to improve the signal over the SM background ratio, for
all three processes.
Differential cross sections. The pT distributions of the

top quark in pp → tγ and pp → th are shown in Fig. 2.
Both LO and NLO signals are displayed, together with
the SM backgrounds from pp → tγj and thj, which are
generated at NLO with same parameters. In all cases the

O
(13)
uG contributions are very small due to the stringent

limit from ug → t production. Therefore, the pp → tX
processes appear more as confirmation than as discovery
channel for the chromomagnetic operator.
To illustrate the importance of keeping all operators
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LO NLO

coefficient σ[fb] scale uncertainty σ[fb] scale uncertainty

C
(1+3)
ϕu = 1.0 905 +12.9% -10.9% 1163 +6.2% -5.6%

C
(13)
uW = 0.9 1737 +11.5% -9.8% 2270 +6.6% -6.2%

C
(13)
uG = 0.04 30.1 +17.5% -13.8% 36.0 +3.8% -5.2%

C
(31)
uG = 0.04 29.4 +17.7% -13.9% 34.9 +3.4% -5.1%

C
(2+3)
ϕu = 1.0 73.2 +10.4% -9.3% 107 +6.5% -5.9%

C
(23)
uW = 1.1 172 +7.5% -7.2% 255 +6.1% -5.2%

C
(23)
uG = 0.09 6.92 +11.3% -9.9% 10.6 +5.8% -5.4%

C
(32)
uG = 0.09 6.58 +11.5% -10.1% 10.0 +5.7% -5.3%

TABLE II. Total cross sections for pp → tZ. Contributions

from operators O
(31),(32)
uW are the same as those from O

(13),(23)
uW .

Contributions from O
(i3),(3i)
uB are equal to those from O

(i3),(3i)
uW

times tan4 θW . Contributions from O
(j,i+3)
ϕq are the same as

those from O
(i+3)
ϕu .

LO NLO

coefficient σ[fb] scale uncertainty σ[fb] scale uncertainty

C
(13)
uϕ = 3.5 2603 +13.0% -11.0% 3858 +7.4% -6.7%

C
(13)
uG = 0.04 40.1 +16.5% -13.2% 50.7 +4.0% -5.2%

C
(23)
uϕ = 3.5 171 +9.7% -8.7% 310 +7.3% -6.3%

C
(23)
uG = 0.09 9.53 +11.0% -9.7% 16.6 +5.5% -5.1%

TABLE III. Total cross sections for pp → th. Contributions

from operators O
(3i)
uϕ and O

(3i)
uG are equal to those from O

(i3)
uϕ

and O
(i3)
uG , respectively.

possibly contributing to a given final state, we illustrate

in Fig. 3 the interference effect between O
(23)
uW and O

(23)
uG ,

in pp → tZ production. As a matter of fact, the inter-
ference between these two operators is large and gives
rise to a significant change in the rate as well as in the
distributions.

Finally, Fig. 4 shows an example where kinematic vari-
ables can be used to distinguish the contributions be-
tween different operators. The Higgs boson rapidity dis-
tribution in pp→ th for tuh coupling induced production
is more forward than that induced by the tug coupling.
The reason is that an incoming up quark, which is in
general more energetic than a gluon, can emit a forward
Higgs boson and turn into an off-shell top quark via a uth
vertex, while the same mechanism is not possible for the
utg mediated production. The same observable may also
be used to discriminate between uth and cth couplings,
as proposed in [39], because c and g have similar PDFs.

Summary. Precision top-quark physics will be one of
the priorities at the next run of the LHC. The detection
of new interactions and in particular of FCN ones, will
be among the most promising searches for new physics.
A consistent framework to perform such searches is pro-
vided by the dimension-six SM, i.e., the SM Lagrangian
augmented by all operators of dimension-six compatible
with the gauge symmetries of the SM. Bounding the coef-
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FIG. 2. The pT distribution of top quark in pp → tγ (top)
and in pp → th (bottom).

ficients of such operators first (and possibly determining
them in case of deviations) requires accurate predictions
for both SM and beyond processes. NLO accurate pre-
dictions in QCD are required in order to correctly extract
FCN couplings from measurements or to set reasonable
limits on their sizes. In this paper we have presented
the first complete NLO computation for the single top
production processes u(c) + g → t+B, B = γ, Z, h, i.e.,
including all dimension-six flavor-changing (two fermion)
operators. In particular, the chromomagnetic operators
with their extra non-trivial effects have been added. Our
computation is based on the MadGraph5 aMC@NLO

framework, thus the computation is fully automatic and
can be applied to other FCN processes. The matching
of the NLO results to parton shower is included as well.
The K-factors in all the FCN processes are found to be
large, and are in general not constant over the phase-
space. Our work is a first step towards the automation
of NLO computations relevant for searches of new inter-
actions through the effective field theory framework.
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